
Exploring Bubbles 

Ever wondered how to make your own bubble recipe?! This bubble recipe only needs 3 
Ingredients! The key thing about any bubble mixture, is to make it AHEAD of time.. it gets 
better 2-3 days after being made!  

 
3 Ingredient DIY Bubble Recipe 3 Si

 

It really IS as simple as 1, 2, 3.. you only need, water, washing up liquid and glycerine. This is 
easy bubble recipe works for GIANT Bubbles too! Add more glycerine for stronger 
bubbles. 

Ingredients: 

This bubble mixture recipe is endorsed by the SCIENCE MUSEUM in London – the perfect 
bubble recipe uk!!! They use exactly the same one in the Bubble Show at the Science 
Museum! Whoop whoop!). 

o 1 Litre  of (hot) water, 
o 250ml of GOOD quality washing up liquid (in the UK the Fairy Liquid brand really is 

best) 
o 2-4 table spoons of glycerine (glycerine makes the bubbles thick and last longer – we 

added 4 spoons, though 2 should be enough) – you can buy Glycerine in the 
supermarket 

 

 

 

https://www.redtedart.com/bubble-activities-for-kids/


Make your own wands 

 

Giant Bubble Method Method 1 you will need – 

o 2 sticks 
o 2.2m of string 
o Extras optional for decorating 

Giant Bubble Method Method 2 you will need – 

o 2 Straws (with a big opening helpful) 
o String 

Giant Wands can be made like this: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The straw giant bubble wand is great for big shallow dishes, whilst the stick one is great for 

deeper dishes. 

Make sure you don’t put out all the DIY Bubble Solution in one go, as someone is BOUND to 

knock it over. So make sure you “release it in batches”! 

 

https://www.redtedart.com/bubble-recipe/
https://www.redtedart.com/bubble-activities-for-kids/
https://www.redtedart.com/bubble-recipe/giant-bubble-wands/


Make you own small wands  

If you use small cookie cutter shapes for your DIY 
bubble wands, you’ll need one pipe cleaner per 
bubble wand. Start by wrapping the pipe cleaner 
around the cookie cutter, forming the shape of the 
cookie cutter. When you reach the end of the shape 
wrap the remaining pipe cleaner section around the 
shape a few times to close it shut. Then the 
remaining excess of the pipe cleaner becomes the 
handle for your bubble wand. 

2. Thread the bubble wand handle with colourful 
beads. When you reach the bottom of the pipe 
cleaner with your beads, fold the pipe cleaner end up 
to secure the beads in place.  

3. If you use larger cookie cutters, plan for two pipe 
cleaners per DIY bubble wand. Mold the first pipe 
cleaner around the cookie cutter to form the shape. Connect the ends together to close it 
shut by wrapping the pipe cleaner around itself a few times. Then cut off any excess pipe 
cleaner piece with your scissors. 

 

4. Fill the second pipe cleaner about 
half way full of beads. Bend the end 
of the pipe cleaner up to keep the 
beads in place. Then wrap the other 
end of the pipe cleaner around the 
pipe cleaner shape a few times to 
connect the two pieces together. 
Cut off any excess pipe cleaner with 
your scissors. 

 

 

 

If you don’t have any pipe cleaners you could try these 
ideas: 

https://www.redtedart.com/shape-bubble-wands/diy-shape-bubble-wands-3/
https://www.redtedart.com/shape-bubble-wands/diy-shape-bubble-wands-2/
https://www.redtedart.com/shape-bubble-wands/diy-bubble-wand-craft-6/
https://www.redtedart.com/shape-bubble-wands/diy-bubble-wand-craft-5/


Plastic cup: 
Punch a hole in the bottom to blow through. 
Dip the large open end into the solution and blow. 

Plastic soft drink bottles: 
Cut the bottom off the bottle and dip. 
Use the lid end of the bottle to blow you bubbles. 

Plastic funnel: 
This already has a natural shape for a bubble wand. Using the large end to dip and the small 
end to blow, this is a sure winner! 

Drinking straws: 
These should be small, but fast flowing bubbles. Why not bunch some together and see how 
many you can get. Dip and try! 
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